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( :oming ~oon ... 
12-mile recreational trail! 
JOHN WENCK won Best of Show for 
photography at the 1997 Iowa State 
Fair with this image. To volunteer or 
support a good cause, order a 
signed, 8"x1 0" copy for $25 
at www.riverstewards.org 
Proceeds will help 400 volunteers 
cleanup the Des Momes R1ver from 
Saylorville to Yellow Banks Park 
in Polk County on August 16. 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
Log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins adjoin Yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish, 
cross-country s ki, snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. 
To view model cabin or for more 
information call 563 -538-9290 
Marsha II town 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & V SITORS BUREAU 
800S4SFAIR 
io~astatefair.org 
C oNTRIBUTORS 
LARRY STONE liw..., 
nil IlL 1CI 
'Jil'l'tahze..., in nature 
and riH'r trnage.;. 
Hl' .... ,wnt 2S } ear .... 
.~ .... ou tdoor \Hiler 
for thl Des ,\Joines 
Register. He'..., \Hittt·n 
"<'Vl'l'al book..., about lm\ a ...,uch a-; a biogra-
ph~ o l \\1 II knm\ n naturalist S\ Ivan Runkel. 
Js toneto'alptnecom.net 
JIM DAY of:\on,alk 
h." l tpt tr •d Io'' a 
image-. .... mre 198-l. 
An cnthtbta...,tic love 
for Iowa drive-. him 
to ,;..,uall} preserve 
lo,,a·-. .;ight..... Hi .... 
work appt•ars in trade 
magazine-., touri-.m pamphlet-., books and •I e 
lnlt'nwt TwoDays Photography, 515-229-9717. 
JOHN WENCK oi 
I>Ls \lomes says 
his interest in nature 
bPgan with a kayak 
tnp 111 2004 l'iow vice 
pre..,idcnt of the Iowa 
Whitewater Coalition, 
ht>'.., ... pre ad a\\ are-
rw .... s about t ill' dangt'r-. of dams and worked 
to clean up tiH J>e.., :\Joines Rivt>r. When not 
rmdclltng, hl''s an antique dt>alt•r and teache .... 
t' Ba) cla......,l·s. 
SAM SAMUELS 
livt>..., 111 \ ermont 
and s tudied writing 
at the l 'niversity of 
!em a. His ar ticles 
havt> appeared 111 
Snntl!soniau. Srerra, 
Drscover and Real 
Srmplr magazinl's Lach year he teaches at 
IIH' Iowa ~Uillllll't \\riling Festival. 
JEN WILSON is a 
travel and features 
\Htlt•r for Frnmmers' 
Hudgrt Trar•el and AAA 
lll'lng. ~he's eaten 
mon•ls fned in butter 
.... mce -.he ''as old 
enough to walk, but 
ha-.) t•t to ronvi11n· lll'r father to H'\ eal \\ ht>re 
Itt• hnd-. llwrn. wr/sonhoff.amsn.com 
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rAT--.... """ ~SOY INK_ 
mbrace ummer's warmth and get out there! 
It was a long winter, and thousands of Iowan~ 
- are enjoying warm weather again. Inten~e 
outdoor enthusiasts, myself included, are engaged 
in canoeing and kayaking, tent-camping and the 
like. There are active nature patrons, using our 
comfortable state park cabins, fishing, biking and 
hiking, and swimming in our lakes and rivers. Then 
there are the more passive, and equally important. 
u..,ers of our natural resources picnicking in local 
park'5, walking their dogs around the neigh borhoocl 
or ju-,t driving home with the windows down 
I he important thing is warmer weather is here; 
so get out..,ide! The birds are back from their winter 
DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE 
haunt<;, trees and forests are cloaked in emerald ..,plendor, the air is sweet (in most 
place<;,) and cool waters are inviting. 
I have often taken my family "river walking." \Ve find a shallow waterway 
hafety first) and just walk upstream until we tire and retrace our trail back to 
our s tarting point. We've created some powerful and lasting memories, almost 
always unexpected and unplanned. We've seen trees filled with bald eagles. We've 
sunk thigh-deep in muck in s low-movi ng backwaters. We've come across a deer 
carcass in the stream, surrounded by thousands of water skimmers scavenging. 
We've laughed, s hared meals, been frigh lened, been fascinated and shared the 
quiet-together. 
Spending time outdoors refreshes the spirit. strengthens the body and clears 
the mind. It's relatively inexpensive to enjoy, easy to do (walk out your front door) 
and provides immediate benefits. 
We in th e DNR know this peace. It is the source of our passion for what we do. 
and why we exist as individuals and an agency. It is why we write permits, stock 
fi sh, perform inspections, conduct hunts, maintain our state parks and do so many 
other things on a day-to-day basis. Of course, we don't do this alone; we do this with 
other government agencies, conservation organizations, individual landowners, 
other partners-in short, Iowans. 
In the words of author Edward Abbey, "So get out there and hunt and fish and 
mess around with your friends, ramble out yonder and explore the forests, climb 
th e mountains, bag the peaks, run the rivers. Breath e deep of that yet sweet and 
lucid air, sit quietly for a while and contemplate th e precious s tillness, the lovely 
myste rious and awesome space." Hope to see you on the trail. .. 
RICHARD LEOPOLD, Direc rofthe Iowa DNR 
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ABOUT THI S PHOTO 
Photographer Kevin Sanders captured this image of hekers 
explonng the Coon Creek Wildlife Area near Decorah A refuge 
for backpackers lookeng to get off the beaten path for a pnmetive 
outdoor experience, the area offers great berdeng, deep woods 
and cool streams Read more on page 24. 
ABOUT THE COVER 
A paint eng of a meteorite on the verge of strikeng earth by 
Calefornea artest Don Daves captures the awe of natural forces 
His works have graced Carl Sagan books, encludeng the cover 
-
for th e Pu litzer Prize-winn ing The Dragons of Eden, NASA proJects 
and numerous te leveseon shows for PBS and the Discovery Channel. 
Daves won an Em my Award for he s work on Cosmos, a PBS senes 
by Carl Sagan Hes works can be purchased at www.novaspace.com. 
ABOUT THE BACK COVER 
John Wenck won Best of Show for photography at the 1997 Iowa 
State Faer weth thes emage To volunteer or support a good cause, 
order a segned, 8xl 0-inch copy for $2S at www.riverstewards.org. 
Proceeds well help 400 volunteers cleanup the Des Moenes Rever 
from Saylorvelle to Yellow Banks Park en Polk County on August 16. 
T oGETHER 
Make meteor mrmones scanmng flay lleat'ens for the Pers('l(/ 
mrteor shower. soall up some sun stream walking wi/11 kuis 
M YTH BUSTERS 
Is Iowa rrally thr "la11d brtuoccn tu·o ricers?" 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
Ttps to protect and pack your trnt correctly. 1l1e sky is no 
longer tllr limit-learn to takr great nighttime mrtror photos. 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
Meet an Olwbojt man who puts water safety first, see wlzy 
jones County resuients arl' pamtmg the town and learn !tow 
a Madrid woman hrlps other females experzence tile outdoors 
L osT IN IOWA 
Sl'ek solitudr offtlze beaten path 111 Wmneslzicll County 
and ser wily Iowans wt/1 beat a path to the new 
Honey Creek Resort State Park 011 Rathbun Lake. 
M Y BACKYARD 
Save 50 cents a gallon at tlze gas pump, improve your yard 
wtflz Less work while savzng water. 
~LD CUISINE 
Quick and easy oml'll'ts in a bag, and from La Corsette Maison 
Inn in Newton, pecan eucrusted catfish and savory venison strw. 
B nnA t' n 
Meet a cntter that g/zdes across water wztlz elrgance and speed. 
W ARDEN'S DIARY 
---·1----
DEPARTMENTS 
f. 
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The pair of -.oft. blue eyes peered deep into the gin-clear depths of the tiny pool. straining to make out anything 
that wasn't rock or rubble . Those eyes were young and 
fresh and untested-yet the vibrant, cheeky 10-yeat old 
worked them like a hawk eyeing its next meal And with 
a quirk thrust of her net into the knee-deep water. she 
brought up her "treasures" from the deep. 
"Daddy. daddy, I finally caught one," she screamed. as 
if she had just opened up that coveted iPod at Christmas 
"It's a big one Can I keep it?" 
This meandering, rippling stream was not unlike the 
one I spent countle<:-.s -.ummer days on growing up in 
central Jo\',:a. And the excitement of search and dt...,covery 
sptlling from the leggy, athletic 10-year-old wa-, no 
different than what I felt three decades earlter. 
Flipping rol ks. hoping that when the npples sl ttkd, .a 
plump crawdad v.ould still be hiding underneath ~wooping 
dip n<:ts through the water, thrilled that one time out of a 
hundred a minnow was trapped instde Marveling at the 
"water skeeter" that so quickly and gracefully dtsappeared 
before my eyes Wondering what overhanging tree branch 
the vociferous bullfrog was hiding under Smelling the 
nearby prairie flowers blossoming in the summer sun 
Soaking up the golden warm rays of the sun. Forgetting 
that chores awaited me at home. Being a kid. 
~omc :~o years latN, I find my'>elf reliving tho"t' 
days, through the youthful e)es of four young ktd..,, 
who thought -.urely Dad would never alto\\ sud1 an 
activity, and who had JUst discovered that he t~l'lually 
encouragl·d it When the calendar advances and the 
mercury nscs. I hear four young voices pleading. 
"\\'hen can we go creek walking? That ftsh looks 
just like the one I caught in the Crt'l k Ctn Wl ptck 
raspberries along the creek again' Can 'H~ take the 
dog to the creek tl11-; year'" 
~o ditch the Xbox. don the dtrty tennt.., ..,hoe.., and 
cltve into a "relic" of a pastime that will dt a,., on annent 
nwmoncs and make new ones Take the kids on a creek 
walk just leavt• the video games at home. 
MAKE IT SAFE 
·Wear plenty of waterproof sunscreen and a hat 
·Wear shoes or water socks for easier wa lking 
and to protect against sharp rocks and debris 
·Walk only m stretches where the stream floor IS v1s1ble 
· Pack drinkmg water and snacks for longer JOurneys 
• Pack towels and extra clothes for a dry nde home 
MAKE THE MOST OF IT 
• Keep a look out for art1facts, fossils, bones and antlers 
• P1ck up trash along the way, or organ1ze a stream 
cleaning day 
• Become a certtf1ed volunteer water quality mon1tor 
and help protect your stream See www.iowater.net. 
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The Pla11etarium Star Theater at the Science Center of 
Iowa in Des Moines has an Iowa Skies Tonight program 
with daily discussions of astronomical viewing opportunities. 
Log 011 to www.sci.org or call a local astronomy club 
or observatory. 
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My last art1cle focused on friends and a family member dealmg w1th 
cancer. Fortunately, I heard one of them, Cal, was uout of the woods " After 
1n1t1al relief, I pondered the phrase announcmg h1s recovery. I assume the 
term began centur1es ago when woods were forebodmg. Tales of Witches, 
ghouls, ogres, goblins and trolls didn't make them seem user fnendly. 
A Shakespeanan scholar would say Macbeth's dem1se could have 
played a role m the phrase's longev1ty In the play wnches prophes12ed 
that Macbeth's doom would occur when B1rnam Wood came to Dunsmane 
Castle. Macbeth felt safe as woods usually don't uproot and move. But 
they d1d, thus sealing h1s fate For Macbeth "out of the woods" was good. 
It 1s t1me to state "mto the woods ' should md1cate that thmgs are 
lookmg up and "out of the woods" the opposite After all, convmcmg 
ev1dence shows that people with access to parks exerc1se more. One 
Centers for D1sease Control study indicated that creation of. or enhanced 
access to places for phys1cal activity led to a 25 percent increase m the 
number of people exerc1smg three or more days per week. But as much 
as I want you to be active ... all you have to do IS go to a park for a little sun . 
Moderate sun exposure can confer health benefitS, yet most public 
hea lth message~ of the past century have focused on sun and skm cancer. 
According to the Trust for Public Lands, "scientists now believe the 
emphas1s on completely avoiding and blocking the ult raviolet rad1at1on 
m sunlight can cause as many health problems as it prevents - If not 
more." Sunlight promotes production of vitamin D, which can a1d bone 
health , 1mmune funct1on and blood pressure regulation. Researchers are 
now seekmg opt1mal dally doses of v1tamm D v1a sunlight and /or d1etary 
supplementation, and to craft appropnate publiC health messages that 
balance the pros and cons of sun exposure. 
Last 1ssue I called for readers to send me the1r plans for bemg act1ve 
th1s year. I heard from some folks m northeast Iowa plannmg to run not 
m Iowa th1s year, but across it- several t1mes. These Fayette County k1ds, 
ages 8 to 22 have, dunng the last 10 years, dnven to and run relays back 
from Lou1S1ana, Oregon, Maine, Cal1fornia, Flonda, Texas, South Carolma, 
Mmnesota and Alaska. They average 180 miles per day. In all they have 
traveled more than 1 5,950 miles with 130 runners supported by 60 dnvers 
The last week of July and first week of August they w11l run through all991owa 
count1es. The1r coach, Lowell Lyngaas, seeks to mcrease awareness of well ness and 
exerc1se. The runners use state parks to crash I love their dedication. 
You could stay home and watch wild an1mals on the D1scovery Channel 
and add to the effect w1th pme-scented a~r fresheners . But we all should 
turn out and cheer these runners. Take the k1ds m your life to v1s1t the 
runners in a state park I would love to hear your k1ds were mto the woods. 
Check the route and dates at www.raceamenca.org 
Tim l.anr is the fitness consultaut U'tfh tltr lou·a lkparfml nt of 
Publir Health A ma rat/toner, former dirrctor uf tlze National ::_,1;, i 
Patrol, cltmbrr and t•ollcyball coach, he has ryrled across Anunca 
unCl' and Iowa 25 times He's a regular 011 RAG URAl Tim also 
helprd drsign and promotes Lighten Up ltn\ a. 
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chiY:Jren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A jay Winter educates up to 20,000 lou·a children 
each year as the DNR's training specralzst at the 
Spnngbrook Conservation Education Center. 
How do animals stay cool 
when it is so hot? 
- CHRISTY, Ames, age 7 
Animals do not have the luxur y of <:oming inside a 
dimate-controlled home when the wcatht·r isn't to their 
liking. Rather than manipulate tlwir t•nvironmt•n t like 
humans do. animab must adapt. 
\\'arm-blooded creaturt•s, like birds and mammals. 
cool off through water evaporation, t>ilher by sweating 
or panting Different species usc dirfcrt•nt methods. 
Humans. for example. haH· sweat glands a ll over the ir 
bodies, thus they sweat Dogs and cats havt swtat 
g lands only on their fee l. so the)- pant Some. like the 
tu rkey vultu re, cool off vta urohydros1s, meaning they 
defecate on the ir legs. provtding reli ef from the heal as 
the water in the feces and urine evaporates. 
Cold-blooded a nimals make the most of available 
-.unlight to warm up and tn crease metabolism Reptiles, 
for example, lie perpe nd ic ula r to the sun to maxtmtze 
the amount of s unligh t h itting thl•ir skin. They expand 
their rib cage to increase surface art•a and darken their 
-.k1n to absorb more heat 
On the hottest days, a nimals rna} change the ir daily 
routine. lolling a\\ a~ the hottest parts of the day in the 
shade or wallowing in a pool of" atu Bedding sites 
o ffenng a cool breeze arc primt• real estate. 
l\la n) anima ls '"ill al so go under a metamorphoo;;ts 
of sorts to combat summer temperatures B1rds molt. 
d ropping feathers used for wtnter 1nsulat1on ~lammals 
ofte n s hed their thicker winter coat-. for th1nner 
summe r coats. 
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PHOTOS BY ClAY SMITH ADMIRATION AND LEGACY 
TER SAFETY FIRST 
PHIL PETERSEN, OKOBOJI 
Iowa Great Lakes retiree takes on water safet y and wat e r quality 
6row1nq up on the Iowa ureat Lakes, Pl"-1 1 Petersel" c; fc~ther tauC]ht h1m to he1p ot '1ers f t'1e 
water brought troL..ble Petersen st1ll follows that gLHdance, but on d much larqt•r scale As a 
foundmg board member of the Iowa Great Lakes Water <; afE:'ty ( ounc I (W<...c... ), Petersen works 
for water safety a11d water quality After a 30-year carerr with Motorola H' ( htc c:~qo, P tersen 
rewed to an OkobOJI laKefront horl"e and dove Into volunteer nq W1tl' '11S r ad10 bat kqround, 
he and tl1e WSC l'e ped ,mprove rad1o communication equipment for tl'e DNR water patrol 
and D1ck1nson County. "Ph1l's a very tenac1ous ll"ldtvtdual when he feels sorrtethtnq 1~ r1gl t, 
he goec; after 1t." say') Bill Maas, a 35 year vetera11 of the patrol C:,1nc e the c ounc I c; creatto'l m 
?001, 1t has t1elped upgrade equipment and stafftrq for ttw DNR Wilter patrol and other local 
water rescue teams, and promoted 1fe JdCKets and boatmq safety The c Odnol alo;o works 
w1th leg1slat1ve ssues like prevent1ng aquatic nvas1ve spec 1es. c reat nq lake spl·ed lim1ts, 
and boat1nq and dnnKtnq ISSues Where other people do d 1.. roc;sword punk I •e5eard 
boat speed laws n other states, Petersef1 says "''1e head udqe uf tl e OkobOJI Ya ht Club, 
president of D1ckii"SOn ( ounty Taxpayers AssoclatiO'l a'ld pres1dent o1 OkobOJI P•ote01ve 
Assooat•or, Petersel" f1nds t1rne to worK on water quahty, too 1 th nk were hu dmg our own 
and I'Tlprovu'g d little b t he says, focus1ng on keep1'1q urban storrrwater from r ach1nq the 
lakes and mc11< nq sure water that does IS clea'ler l-ie gets an 1dea and rrtovE:'s forward unt1 
he accompl shes 1t says D~R DKklf150n County Conservation Officer Gdry Owen 
CLEAN WATER 
KATHY SHANNON, MADRID 
KRYSTAL DINGBAUM, ONSLOW 
Storm sewer stenc1hng project teaches residen ts about helpmg Mmeral Creek 
For many of us, drdln., <.eE rT' hke a rT'aQtcal tl 1nq you dump sometl'tng dowP one, and 1t 
d sappedrs, no i'drm, no foJ, But t..,n.,e drdtnS along our tJrbs where so many rake ledves 
or toss motor oil head stra1qln to d lake, nver or strearl" without an IOta of treatment 
Krystal 0 nqbJum wanted to lwlp people make that conne01on As ,.m Amertcorp5 vol 
unteer 1n Jones ( oJnty, she o•qJntL<.>d a projE'ct 1n the small town of Omlow th,Jt marked 
each storm dra1n w1th 't'e r1f'S'>dqe "dur1p no waste dratf'S to stream W1th three volun 
teers r tow, D1nqbaurn scrL..bbt>d down edch storm dra1n w1th a w1re b•ush, stenuled tbe 
dratr and eft tnformdtiOI" about the prOJt.•<.t at hor"les alltr one dfterroon People d1d 
ome out and ask c1bout what we were do ng, and we had 1<1ds followmq L..S from storm 
draiP to storm drJtn si'e SclY" People d1dn t realize that storm water 1sn't treated, thlt 1t 
goes d1rectly 1nto M1nera1 < n ek '1t.> tent1hrg pro e~..t f1t m w<>ll w1tr tht> arqer Mtne•al 
Creek. Watersi1ed ProJeCt whtth worked w1t.., IJrdowners and farmers on tht> lnnd to kt>ep 
pollutants out of th tream a 'ltrearl' where people fish and Kids spla~h dround PrOJ-
ect c oordtf'ator Darty Ketl, oPe of Dtnqbaum <; voluf1teers. IS now plarmtnq a storm sewer 
stenc,ltl"q event for a nPw water i'ed prOJt.'ct n t'1e nearby town o• Wyor'11Pq It's about 
brtngtrg Jr' awarPrec;s of wbe•e t'1t:' water qoec;, ht> says lt'c; '10t out of s1qht out of mmd 
OUTDOORS LEADER 
Leading the w ay for Iowa outdoors-women 
Ask some of the women that Kathy Shannon has worked with over the yt•ars, they may say 
she can do anythrng whrch 1s exactly what she wants to teach them lhrouqh her work 
w 1th Iowa Women m Natural Resources (IWINR), the Outdoor Journey (OJ) camp for g1rls and 
the Bec.om1nq cHl Outdoors Woman (BOW) workshop, Shannon has helped CJirls ,md women 
learn outdoor sktlls for about 20 years ·women have the opport,mlty to see that therP sn't 
anythtnq they cant do; she say<; She's served on the board dnd d'> pre~1dt>nt ol IWINR, helped 
create OJ and was part of the group to brrng BOW to lowJ Wlule she JU<.t startt'd w1tr s1mple 
tasks at BOW. I ke regrstrat Or' af'd drtvtng people to workshop<., she\ le,mJed 'lew sk1lls her-
self a-1d now serve<; as an 111structor "Yer entloU51asrr s c.ontcHliOJ'>, ,md '>lnte st e's qruwn 
so muc'1 as an llld1v1dual though BOW. she's able tn H·ac h OL..t •o our partKIPdl"t'i stu;; s 
been IP the r shoes; says Jo 1 Voller5, d DNR <.Of'servat1on off1cer and lf1Structor at BOW One 
of '>hannor-'s most reward1ng moments cdrne whtle teach1nq a woman 1n her /Os to shoot for 
the '1rst ttrr e "When she h1t t1er f1rst clay p1geon, her eyes JUSt I t up; Shan-1on sayc; H-ere's 
I"Othln r t r thd t y u f n , u e ::l > r 1 1 ~ d tl 1 1 1 I L I ecps drc1w1nq 
me 1n Learn more about these camps at www.iowadnr.gov/camps.html. 
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You've heard the news that there will be some changes around 
Rathbun Lake. But what's going on exactly, and how will it affect you? 
For starters, it means no more eight-hour 
drives to that Minnesota lake resort. 
L et's be honest. The new Honey Creek Resort State Park is the biggest news 
in our park system since. well. since the 
Civilian Conservation Corps started building 
them in the 1930s It will be a de tination 
resort unlike any in Iowa 
Honey Creek State Resort Park will rival 
most state park resorts nationally, with its 
upscale stone-and-beam lodge. indoor water 
park. on-site interpreters and Audubon-
certified 18-hole golf course 
And that's just the short list 
Located just 80 miles southeast of Des 
Moines at Honey Creek State Park, the resort 
opens August 29-31. Labor Day weekend. 
Here are a few things you'll need 
to know before the11 ... 
-~at is a state 
par resort, 
anyway? 
1\ stclt(' park resort I'> a state park w1th resort anH nittes 
IVIo'>t of tlwm. includmg Honey Creek. feature an on-s1te 
lodge, restaurant. organized activities. cabins and camp111g. 
I h1s is Iowa's first state park resort. Kentucky and 
Ohto hav(• -;t•veral You may have visited Eugene T. Mahoney 
~tat<.• Park Resort in Nebraska. 
A statt' park resort is a good first step for people who aren't 
super outdoor'iy, but still want a nature experience. They're 
a good bet fot group gatherings. such as reunions, where 
everyone has a different entertainment agenda They're a 
very low maintenance couples getaway or family wt.•ekend. too 
Think of it as roughtng it-with a comfy bt.•d at the end of 
the day and lots of sweet amenities. 
,_~.LO.ST IN IOWA _ 
at 
bou. e 1 e? 
Honey Creek Resort State Park will be 
sttuated on southern Iowa's 11,000-acre 
Rathbun I ake. our second-large"! lake. 
created by the Chariton River 
The lodge ha':i 105 rooms. a re"tauranl. 
lounge, indoor water park. conference 
center for 240 people and 18-holt golf 
course There will be 28 cab111-; ready in 
~.........,~.!!..! of 65 
a 
area 
the 
e? 
South e rn Iowa is a ll r o lling hills and timber. 
T lw ecosystem is oak/hickory savanna wi th 
scatterings of choke cherry, mu lberry, dogwood 
and cottonwood. 
The towns of Centerville. Moravia and 
Albia are typical small towns with Main Street 
shopping-Centerville being the largest of these 
This part of Iowa is rich in history It was part 
of the Underground Railroad, the htstonc sccn•t 
net work that helped free s laves I ht· Mormon 
Trail passed through here, too Man} of these 
towns grew from simple coal-mwmg communtttes 
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The new resort is built on a former cornfield across 
a creek from Honey Creek State Park. Someday, the two 
will be connected by a pedestrian/btke trail bridge. But for 
now. it's a quick 10-mile drive belwN•n the re..,ort and park 
(the two units are separated by a tract of private land) 
The physical amenities of Honey Creek State Park will 
not change with the addition of the resort In essence, 
we're getting a bigger public playground 
42 
* HONEY CREEK RESORT STArE PARK 
[ JT I 
APPANOOSE COUNTY 
-T he resort is built on the highest 
topographical point overlooking Rathbun Lake , 
on the north shore. It's surrounded on eithe r 
s ide by cree ks that feed the lake, so it has a 
nice little seques tered area all its own. 
Right on the point is the sandy beach , dock 
and lodge. Be hind the lodge on the west s ide 
are the cabins, RV park and a new boat ramp. 
To the northeas t is the exis ting two-mile 
trail and The Preserve golf course. 
Everyth ing is open for play and exploration 
by gues ts and vis itors. 
This is an upscale lodge with some Mission-style 
detail s. T he four-stor y building cente rs around a lobby 
with a 50-foot-hig h stone fi replace. Ri ch fabrics. natural 
colors. s tained-glass windows and wood fu r nitu re 
accessorize the desig n. 
AI one e nd of the lodge is Buccaneer Bay Indoor 
\Vater Park; at the other e nd is a conference center 
and Rathbun Lakeshore Grille restaurant and bar. 
The cabins will resemble lake homes. each with its 
own plumbing and kitche nette/bar area, plus lake views 
throughout. Cabins range from one- to four-bedrooms. 
each with an e lectric fireplace. (There will s till be four 
rus ti c camping cabins at the state park campg round , plus 
its yea r-round camps ites with a heated s hower house). 
The resort is shoo ting for its LEED certification, which 
means it's working to meet the environmentally frie ndly 
building practices of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
The resort park is comprised of former farm land , 
but along the eas t s ide it has maintained some of 
its original prairie. The resort has only changed the 
ecosystem on the areas that had been cultivated in the 
past. During the park desig n, areas we re left untouched 
whe re ce rtain habitats or plants were discovered . Road 
des igns we re changed so loops would not trap animals 
that couldn ' t cross the roads or would be in danger 
if they did . The DNR spent a lot of time ide ntify ing 
threate ned/endange red spec ies long before architects 
began putting pencil to pape r. 
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at's the 
estaurant like? 
bun Lakeshore Grille serves Anwrican cuisine such as 
steaks. fish and pastas Iowa win<•s take the spotlight at the bar. 
The restaurant seats 150 1ndoors A patio overlooking 
the lake seals an additional 150 gue<;ts It's a great spot 
to -;it with a cocktail and soak up the lake hfe. 
There will be boat slips reserved at the manna for 
free temporary docking for non-gul sts \\ho want to vis1t 
the restaurant. 
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Two miles of pa\ ed trmb. and 
guests can rent bike" to explore 
them. An existing 2 S-mile Interpretive 
gravel trail ncar The Preserve 
go lf course identifies th e natural 
surroundi ngs. There wi ll be regular 
guided hikes by the interpretive 
sta ff on that trail. 
Honey Creek State Park also 
has a short hiking trai l systc>m on 
its 828 acres. winding past woodlands. 
prairie and Woodland Indian mounds 
with interprt~tive sign-., 
Another interesting feature is the 
resort's ecological play area for kids. 
with grasses and natural featurrs such 
as big rocks and trees. rather than 
the typical plast1c equ1pment 
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W 're not very 
we' 1 e to 
learn. -here 
neo e 
us 0 0 s 
or a de? 
Absolutely. One of the intentions of this resort 
is to act as an entry point into nature for those who 
aren't familiar with such settings. ll will be very 
activity-focused-if you and your family stay for 
a week, you can try something different every day 
The full-time staff interpreters are there to guide 
you into the natural surroundings and the ways to 
explore them, no matter what time of year you v1s1t 
• or1ng. 
Then a state park resort is your kind of outdoor 
experience. There are people working at the re'>ort 
whose job it is to make sure you're having a good 
tune and learning new stuff. 
As soon as }OU check in, you'll have a barrage of 
act1v1t} choices, organized by a different theme each 
'-"<'l'k ~1gn up for idyllic nighttime campfire program-; 
lheck out backpacks outfitted with equipment from 
bmonllars to bird guides and head for ont' of two 
\\lldhfe observation blinds. or explore the public lands 
-.;urroundmg the lake. Go on a gu1ded canoe tnp, or rent 
a boat and water ski. Fish from the covered dock, or tour 
the Rathbun Fish Hatchery in Moravia, which raises more 
than 1 million channel catfish. 50 million walleye fry and 
oth<.>r warm-water species each year (611-617-2406). 
Swim on the beach, or at the pirate-themed Buccaneer 
Bay Indoor Water Parle Swing by the natural playground 
to stea l ideas for your own backyard wi ldlife garden. 
Sign up for daily, interpreter-led outings-from 
learning to fish to moonlight hikes to geocaching. 
Il eac! into Moravia and ride the historic Wabash 
Rail Line, a 90-minute excursion to Albia and back in 
open-air passenger cars, with Appanoosc.' County Train 
[~idc.•s (800-61 1-3800). Centerville has an old-fashwncd 
drive-in theater-one of five that remain in Iowa 
You can even pose for the family Christmas card 
at some of the resort's most picturesque viewpoints 
If your kids are bored with all that, then you m1ght 
be better off paying $10,000 to go to Disn<.>y World. 
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unt an s ? 
Then hunting and fishing is about to get a lot 
more convement fo r you. There are plans for an 
on-site bait shop and fish-cleaning tat10n, fi~hmg 
instruc ti on and hunter-education classes, plus 
small game cleaning and storage. Even Rover ts 
welcome-the cabins and campground have a pet-
fri endly policy (no pets in the main lodge, though) 
Near the lodge is a 50-s lip marina and covered 
dock s tructure-a nice little spot if you're new 
to angling or jus t want to cast a few more times 
befo re dinne r. 
THE 
PRESERVE 
ON R A THBUN LAKE 
;About that 
Te me more. 
The Prese rve is a phenomenal addition to the resort. 
Eighteen holes of bent g rass tees, fairways and greens 
This former cornfield is also Audubon-certified , which 
means it will be gorgeous ly landscaped and won't be 
dumping massive amounts of nas ty chemicals on the 
ground every day, ei ther. 
And the carts will have GPS technology. 
( 
I 
at ill th 
resort av~ or 
group facihties? 
The conference center can handle groups of 
up to 250 people-we've already booked groups 
of up to 3,000 who will use the entire property 
For events such as weddings, there is a spectacular 
veranda overlooking the lake, plus an additional 
space on the golf course for a large tent. There 
will be several vantage points for photography, 
and the catering ser vice is on site. For questions 
about group gatherings or to make reservations, 
call 877-677-3344. Make group reservations 
at 515-343-4248. 
0 vI' 
Creek Resort 
' en will Honey 
State ParK open? 
Lodge, boat s li ps, boat ramp, RV campground and T he Preserve golf course all open late August of th is year. 
Opening later will be cabins, activity center and picnic faci lities. 
The target opening day is scheduled for Labor Day Weekend, August 29-31. 
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_BY .BRIAN_ BUTTON P.HOIO$ BY CLAY SMlTli 
PERFECT DAY: 
SEEK SOLITUDE IN WILD 
WINNESHIEK COUNTY 
NEARLY 1,000 ACRES OF LITTLE-USED COON CREEK WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA BECKON BACKPACKERS AND BIRDERS 
"Get off the beaten path and go where few venture," says Larry Reis, a Winneshiek County 
naturalist. Bushwhack or hike forestry road~ in the Coon Creek Wildlife Area. Better yet, 
make it a rugged backpacking trip and spend a night in the wild. "There is good bird watching 
on rugged, steep primeval woodlands," he says. Get lucky and see a bobcat or ruffed grou e. 
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Winged Undertakers Digest the Deceased 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
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Although no one can for sure say why, 
turkey vultures have become increasingly 
common during the past two decades. Often 
referred to as Tvs· by birdmg enthusiasts, 
turkey vultures derive their name from the 
featherless, red heads of adults And there's 
no denying that, at least from a distance, 
a roosted vulture does somewhat resemble 
a male wild turkey 
There's good reason for the vulture's 
distinctive, though ugly, bare head. As an 
avid consumer of carnon, TVs routinely 
forage in some pretty nasty places. The 
complete lack of head and neck feathers 
aids in maintaining cleanliness. Contrary 
to popular belief, vultures are among the 
cleanest of b1rds, spendmg up to four hours 
per day bathing and preening more time 
than is documented for any other Iowa b1rd 
'' t's a dirty job. but someone has to do 1t." 
We've all heard that line a thousand times. 
But for me, the well-worn phrase gai ned new 
meaning as I paused to watch members of a local 
highway c leanup crew doing their dirty job. 
The crew was a gathering of turkey vultures, and 
the job site was located on the edge of a busy blacktop 
roadway. At the present moment, crew members were 
eagerly focused on the task of making last night's 
roadkilled opossum disappear. Well tenderized by the 
tires of commuting motorists, the carcass had been 
reduced to a flat and greasy, fly-attracting mess I could 
go on. but in the event you're reading th1s art1cle just 
before your own meal time, I'll spare the details. 
Let's JUSt sa} that, to a human observer. the scene was more 
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than a bit disgusting. But for hungry vultures, the opportunity 
represented nothing less than a four-star banquet-an asphalt 
version of a carrion eater's 21 Club of New York fame 
After slowing and pulling aside to observe, it quickly 
became apparent this bird show was not designed 
for anyone with a queasy stomach. Standing atop the 
unfortunate 'possum's remains, the vultures greedily 
slurped a savory blend of guts, fur, blood and bone. 
Whenever speeding traffic approached. the huge 
birds reluctantly launched into the air Once the coast 
was clear. the circling scavengers would land agam and 
another bird or two would take their turn at the table 
The scenario "as repeated time and aga1n The efficiency 
of the cleanup was remarkable In less than 10 mlllutes. 
all that remained of the deceased ·possum was the tail. a 
ft 
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few bits of hide, and a distinct grease spot on the rapidly 
warming pavement. Mission complete, the vultures 
flapped heavily into the air. Within minutes, the flock had 
soared high and drifted from view. 
Anyone who spends much time outdoors is aware the 
turkey vulture has become an increasingly common feature 
of the Iowa landscape With the species' six-foot wingspan, 
carnivorous habits, and soaring flight, most people assume 
that vultures are card-carrying members of the raptor 
family. Amazingly, they are more closely related to storks 
and flamingos than to hawks or eagles. 
Unlike real birds of prey, who capture their food live 
and on the fly, vultures subsist on carrion. Jn other words, 
they are scavengers. As is the case with most scavenger-
types, vultures routinely dine on some extremely nasty 
--
entrees. But while the practice of feeding on decaying, 
maggot-infested dead animals may seem repulsive, the 
bird provides an essential environmental service by 
sanitizing the countryside. The vu lture's bizarre and 
often odiferous menu selections aid in suppressing the 
spread of disease-particularly to domestic livestock. 
As vultures consume wholesale quantities of carrion, 
they also ingest large doses of potentially dangerous 
bacteria. To survive that exposure, the scavengers 
disinfect their meals through means of a smoking hot, 
108-degree digestive system that effectively destroys 
any living organisms that may happen to slide down their 
gullets-including such nasties as cholera and E.coli. Wilh 
feeding vu ltures, it's a case of lethal pathogens coming in, 
and completely sterile whitewash going out. 
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,\It hough \'till till's havl' k<·en Pyl'sight and ma)- lo< ale 
food whih soaring .11 gn·at heights, tlll'y also h,tVl' an 
anti<' sC'IlSl' of sllll'lt Unlikl' most birds, whit h havt• liltll• 
or no s<·nsc· of snwl l, vultur c•s have IIH' unique· abiltly to 
tr ark down still ripc·rwcl llll'als by simply fol lowing their 
bt"aks Nal u ta l gas co tll)Htnies have· uti lill·cllhl' turkey 
vultut <''s JlOWl'I ful olfac lot y to dl'll'l I suspl'd<'d kaks in 
uncl<'rgr ouncl PIJH'Itnc·s Afll'r adding a '\ .trtwn like scent" 
to tht•tr n,ttur.tll} oclorll'ss produt t, gas \\llll<l rs srmpl} 
.._at back Cllld \\flll'hl dfiH skit'S c\S gathl'l'in~r \ llltUI {'S 
potnlt'cl tlw way to dc•fc•t ltvc lrm·s. 
I'vc· had a roupll' of tnlcrestrng vultun· c·tH'ounler" 
ol my own 
Whi le' "I'C\1 rhing lor muslnoo111s in lhl' blu ll country 
of norl lwa"l Iowa's ( l<tYlon County, I onn· clisrovl'r<'CI 
thl' not so It l'sh 1 <'lllatns of a llolsl<'in <ow whkh 
had fall('n into ,1 stc•c•p ravllH' and clil·cl lkt a usc• of 
overhanging nH k ll'dgc•s and thtt k bt u.._h, thl' < O\\ 
was bard) \tsrblc Nt·vt·rtlwl<•ss, .1 largc· group of tmk<'Y 
vultures lwei sun <'s"lully lorall'diiH nw,tl .llld \H'tl' 
keeling \\tlh glt"lo As I approached, llw "l il\<'llg<•rs 
rl' lurtant ly took wing ;tnd vacatc·d tlw pt l'lllls<'s, I hen. 
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mudr to my amazement, another half dozen vullurt's 
bl'gan to <'llll'l ge from rnstdl· tlw bloated carcass One 
b) onl'. the clrsturbed brrcls c•xtl<'d through a large tear 
in thl' ll ol"tcrn's mtdriff Dtsgustr ng to bC' sure, the scene 
gavl' nl'W nwaning to the tl'rlll "dining in." 
lwl'n mo tl' nwmorab ll' was an c•vt·n t that happened whi le 
hunting spring turkeys ncar WC'slern Iowa's loess hills. 
Aller lhtee hours of sralurg sonw particularly 
tugged lt•t ra111, I finall) gave 111 to what had become 
an uns<·asonabl) \\arm afternoon '-llretching out on 
a snit { ,lrpd of grass and ll'itV('S, I \\HS "oon fast asleep. 
'-lonwtinw l,llet I \\as awakened by thc• loud flapprng 
of wings. Cautiously opt•ntng my eyes, I was greetNI 
to the in tc•ns<' star<.' of a turkey vult uri? standi ng less 
than a cloZ<·n feel away. To me, it was obvious that th e 
f<oatlwt y scavenger had been sizing me up as a potential 
nw,ll Upon discovering th,tl I was still alive, the huge 
b11 d tmnwdrald) left the scent• 
I stillthtnk about that brg, bl.trk turke) vulture from 
ltlll<' 1 o 111111' I've alv.tt) s hoped I he b 1 rd found me b) 
u"ing tis l'Yl'" rnstcad of rls nose 1!!1! 



'm standing in a rock library, or "core shed" 
as the geologists call them, at the Universlt} 
of Iowa's Oakdale Research Park in Coralville 
with Ray Anderson of the Iowa Geolog1cal Survey 
A core shed looks less like a library than a hard,a,.are 
store The a1sles are constructed of rough wood in 
a warehouse-like ambience. with fork lifts and canvas 
bags of rocks here and there on the cement floor. 
The shelves are stacked not with books. but with 
cardboard boxes full of rock samples. all marked 
w1th cryptic codes denoting where they were drillccl 
and from what depth. Anderson, a geologist with a thick 
sandy-red beard, a mane of cu rly hair, and a specia l 
interest in meteorites, is trying to retriev<.' a box of 
longitudinally-sawed core sam ples of Phanerozoic clast 
breccia h e extracted in Calhoun County near Manson a 
few years back, which he really wants me to see. 
"Shoot, I was going to show you the M-1 cores," 
Anderson says as he looks at the unstable pill' of lumber 
someone has decided to store in the aisle between us and 
the sought-after rock samples. "There's lots to see, if I 
can get to it" He clambers in, his large frame teetenng 
on loose boards, and finds the box he wants That's when 
l not1ce a small cylindncal yellow object hangmg from hi" 
neck b} a leather lanyard 
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''That's my Kennecott copper magnet." Anderson says. 
"howing me the flat metal tip If you're a bank. you g1ve 
customer a nice pen with ) our company's name on it, or 
perhaps a travel IT'ug. If you're an internatiOnal mining 
company like Kennecott Exploration. you g1ve out magnets 
"Folks bring in what they think are meteorites all the time." 
he says. But most true meteorites contain lots of 1ron. wh1le 
mo"t ordinary stones do not. 'This 1s to see 1f it's magnetic " 
OK, I think, this really is a meteonte expert He ma) 
not have a pencil on him, but he is never without his 
meteorite-testing magnet. 
"l know more about the Manson Crater than anyone 
alive or dead," Anderson tells me. I believe him. 
The Manson Crater, or more correctly the Manson 
Impact Structure, is what I've come to find. It is the 
remains of a mountain-sized meteorite that plowed into 
the ground in nortwest Iowa near Manson, about 74 million 
years ago. Most meteors start out as asteroids, sma ll rocks 
floating in space within our solar system that never quite 
came together to become a planet but that orbit the sun 
in a messy band between Mars and Jupiter OccasiOnally, 
one 1s yanked out of orbit by the tremendous force of 
jup1ter's gravitational field. Some become "Earth-crossing 
a"tero1ds," their erratic paths crossmg the Earth's orbit 
~ome of those actually fall to Earth and become meteors 
Most of those never make it to the ground. They burn 
up in the atmosphere as falling stars, fleeting streaks of 
light that glow and die in the sky. The few that do mak<' 
it through the atmosphere are dubbed meteorites Most 
of these are fairly small, and they induce a strange, almost 
cultish fascination among geologists and collectors. 
Meteorites are the oldest dated materials in the solar 
system, about 4.5 billion years old, making them nearly 
a billion years older than the oldest rocks on Earth. 
There is something about holding in your hands this 
ancient object that fell from outer space that induces 
awe and covetousness. A small slice sawed from a well-
documented meteorite may cost $100 to collectors. 
Eight are known to have landed in Iowa. 
Earlier in his office, Anderson let me handle one 
of the most spectacular of these, the Marion Meteorite. 
In 1847 it blazed across the sky right over Iowa City, 
then the state capital, on the same day that the governor 
signed the proclamation declaring the University of Iowa. 
Turning the thing over in my hands, it felt like meeting 
E.T. This nearly black object with its deeply pockmarked 
surface worn smooth by the intense, melting heat of 
friction as it streaked through the sky was, not so very 
long ago, a neighbor of Mars and Jupiter. Composed 
largely of iron, it felt oddly heavy, about the size of a 
Nerf football but weighing as much as a larger rock. 
The Manson Meteorite was more like 1.5 miles in 
diameter. It probably weighed about 12 trillion tons. When 
it landed, it was traveling about 45,000 miles per hour. 
BOOM! 
"Here it is," Anderson says, emerging from the lumber-
strewn aisle at the core shed with the box he wanted. 
He opens it to reveal the desired Phanerozoic clast 
breccia. The rock samples are cylindrical, about 
two inches in diameter, and have been sawed in half 
lengthwise to reveal a nice, readable flat surface. Breccia 
are rocks composed of angular rock fragments. Clast 
means something smashed up, as in "iconoclast," or one 
who shatters an icon. And Phanerozoic refers to the long 
period of geological history that leads up to the present, 
in which living creatures inhabit the Earth. 
In other words, the samples we're looking at were 
formed by an event so powerful, it shattered the very 
bedrock into pieces, some the size of pinheads, hurled 
the fragments for miles around to be mixed with other 
rocks of different vintages, and liquified the earth into 
a cauldron of molten rock wider than an Iowa county. The 
ensuing soup hardened and then waited patiently a few 
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tens of million" of ye.trs for Ander...,on and his colleagues 
to extract ancl1nterpret these ston~ rod" of preh1"toq 
"This is from up in the meltrock area,'' Anderson says, 
picking up two sample..., danging them to~ether, and 
enjoying the nin·. rin~) sound they makt·. He p01nts out 
some lighter an'as floating around among tlw dark ones 
"These white blobs? That's what mellul and rerr} .... tahzed " 
To me, thc·sc• are wlute blobs To Anderson, they read 
as clearly as a letter only he can decode "We are white 
blobs, Ray," the} sa} "And as ~ou \\ell know. we v.:ere put 
here b~ the onl} forn' on earth that could JH>sslbly have 
placed us exadly where you found us : a ~iant meteorite." 
A fe,., da) s later. Anderson and I climb into the Iowa 
Geological Survey government-Issue SlJV and make a 
pilgrimage to the place that meteonte lancled 
I would like to report that we drove up the s1de of 
a ridge, then gazed down from the lip of it into the vast 
bowl of the Manson crater. Unfortunately, there is no 
visible crater on the surface It's deep underground. 
Thousands of yea rs ago, this 23-mlie-wide crater was 
buried b) g laCie r-; be neath h undreds of fee t of fi ne 
mi neral mate ri a l called g lacial till. Peopil haH· been 
finding -;mall clu t>-; to 1ts exis te nce for yea r..., In the 1920-... 
when people drill ed v. e ll s in the a rea, th e} found bizarre 
results . They ha c! to drill much deeper than expecte d 
before hilling water. Along th ey way, thC'y hit g ranites 
and gne isses nor mall y found thousands of feet below 
the s urface. Wh <.' n th ey did hil wate r it was inexplicably 
pure, much softe r than from wells only a few miles away. 
Some children who drank only Manson uroarAr 
lUCTROMAGNHIC 
RADIATION 
RlOCLA5nCS 
MAX. CRATER 
DEPTH 
/ 
developed strangely brown1sh teeth from high fluoride 
levels ~omcthing had happened long ago that busted up 
the ground very deep!}. leaving pieces of it veq far from 
wht•rt' they were ~upposed to b<.'. Only in recent h1story 
did anyont' realize 1t \\as a meteorite 
When we hit Lizard Creek, Anderson pulls O\er to the 
side of the road Here Ia} meteorite s1gns. 
''I'll put on my official geologiZing tool here," Anderson 
-;ay-. as he straps on a web belt with a holster from whic h 
han~s a hammer ,.,ith a long, curvmg claw. You wouldn't 
want to v.;alk all the '"a) down the creek bed without 
something to bang rocks \\lth . 
According to an old annual report written a couple of 
gl'ncration-.. ago. geologhts passt d th1.;, .;,pot and noticed 
something odd Where the earth was re\ealed by the erosion 
of tlw creek. the} saw some k111ds of rock that by rights 
should have been buried hundreds of feet below the surface 
bu t had been pushed upward by some mysterious fo rce 
"'I he old report said it was near the bridge," Anderson 
sav-.. a" '"e begin to clamber downward. th rough burr 
oaks and sumac. to the creek below. 
"Th1 s 1s th e only thing a round to te ll you that tht re's 
-.onwthi ng weird around here." Anderson says. "Wh) 1s 
th a t Cre taceous rock he re? We only know tha t becau-.c 
those old geologists were such great obser ve rs . They 
told us where to look ." 
Standing on a sand ba r jus t at wate r level. he crouc ht>s 
low to examine the wall of the creek bed. then s tarts 
to claw at the clayey soil with his hammer. 
know?" he says. '1bis is an exposure. 
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A new one." Th<.> river has cut a fresh surface of rock and. with 
obvious excitement. Ander"on knocks a piece of 11 from the 
wall. "Thi~ i~ mat<>rial that was deposited by th<> Cretaceous 
seaway when tt covered Iowa. It's about 100 million } ears old " 
Anderson hands me the rock to take home. 111)- one 
souvenir of the meteorite. It's flat. about an inch think. The 
edges. \\here they are broken off and exposed. are gray. The 
top and bottom are yellowtsh brown, like a thtck .... andwich 
inver)- thin bread. Later at home. m)- ne'" Cretaceou..., 
paperwetght would take a place of pride on my '"riling dc...,k 
As we drive closer to \lanson. we're entering the 
perimeter of tht• impact structure. We are now lll"itdt.· 
the crater. although you couldn't tell from looking. 
Anderson takes me along a road that nearly biserh 
the crater through the center. This is where the 
geologists did their work to confirm the existence 
of the crat<>r far below the surface. Along this road. 
Anderson and colleagues drilled a series of holes 
and pulled cor<.' samples from deep below the surface, 
including the samples he showed me at the rock library. 
T he sam ples reveal what's going on below the surface 
in o ne spol. Pu t togethe r. they fo rm a sort of interrup ted 
portra it o f the und e rground landscape, like looking a t a 
picture th rough a se ri es of s lits. It's enough information 
to r ecognize the pic tu re. but with big gaps. 
The gaps were filled by a 1986 petroleum exploration 
survey. Large seismic trucks sent sound waves deep into 
the earth and recorded the reflected waves, 
CENTRAL PEAK 
COLLAPSE fAUOUT 
8LOW8ACK 
AESUAG( MATlAIAL 
modt•J...,, the picture that emerged looked .... omething like 
t~crater. wtth a volcano nsing up m the middl<'. 
A-.. we look out through the windshield, all we can 
-..ee • .., farm fields 
"Ah. the old scenic f\1an-..on Impact ~tructure," 
\nch•rson chucklt>s. and drt\es us mto LO\\n . "Population 
I.OH" says the stgn outside of :\lanson 
"It's really 1.983 as of the last ct•nsus," corrects 
\nn Schlapkohl. dm•ctor of ~lan-..on Public Library. 
I here is no louri'il bureau in :\lanson. and only now are 
a fl '" citizt ns workmg to put together a histone a! o.;ociety. 
'-,o when ptople come to look for signs of the nwteoril<' , 
<..,chlapkohlts the person the} see And the} do come. 
"\\t• had a gentleman wnte a letter from California, 
dotng a 1esearch project. asking did wc have an <'XIra 
Pll'Ce of the meteorite we could send him?" ~chlapkohl 
says with a smile. 
Asking for a piece of the meteoritC" is a bit like asking 
for a breath of the carbon dioxide exhaled by a dinosaur. 
When a meteorite of this size strikes the earth, the 
fot ce of the impact creates an explosion so powerful. the 
mett>ori te itself is instantly vaporized ~mall meteorites 
le ave a Irati o n th e g round; as they descend a t an angle. 
lhC"y burrow into the earth a nd le ave a sort o f wake 
Huge meteorites like M anson don't le ave a trail The} 
be have less like a bullet a nd more like a bomb. No matt e r 
how steep the angle of their descent. wht·n they h it they 
explode equal force up, down, and in all directio ns . 
..... 
Or. ~ay Anderson.,. the .authonty on 
Manson meteorite stands in Kels9wPf"i 
I ,near the center of the Mans'On st·r~cture. 
~-
and a mile deep forms, essentially having evaporated 
a hole in the earth By about half a "econd. the earth 
liquefied 1n a circle about 3 5 miles across and nearly two 
miles deep After seven seconds. the crater 1s three mile:. 
deep and s1x miles across ~1atenal ejected from th1s hole 
blasts upward and outward, widenmg the crater further 
Ejecta from the Manson meteorite has been Identified as 
far away as South Dakota. The molten earth swells up at 
the crater edges, pressing upward and peeling rock layers 
from the inside of the crater, forcing the sol1d surface 
around it to nse up and fold over onto 1tself 
The rock at the crater center 1s so !Jqu1d 1t begins to 
behave like a pool when a drop of ,.,ater falls mto it. The 
uplifted edge" b<.•gm to sink back downward This causes 
the center of the crater to rise up In the case of water, 
there is an instant when a perfectly round drop of water 
rises up above the surface, suspended over the center of 
the circle before falling back down. In the case of rock, 
as the energy dissipates, the liquid hardens and leaves a 
rocky peak in the center of the crater At Manson, below 
land surface, there remains that rocky peak, which early 
geologists m1stook for a prehistonc volcano 
And oh yes, Manson was also at the bottom of a 
shallow sea at that time. So along with pulverizing the 
seabed, the Manson meteorite also pushed the waters 
back. A few minutes later, a ll that water rushed back into 
the center, carrying mud and rocks the size of buildings. 
The crater lay for millions of years until glaciers, which 
steamrolled over Iowa and made most of the state as flat as it 
is, covered nearly every last trace of it for thousands of years. 
So no, Schlapkohl does not have an extra piece of 
meteorite to send the gentleman in Cahforma 
What she docs have, for the frequent curiosity seekers, 
is a box of core samples like the ones Anderson showed me. 
And in a public park right near the library, there is a model 
crater dug into the earth, about 30 feet across. In the center 
stands a tower of rocks about three feet tall, representing 
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the u nclt>rground peak at the center of the real crater 
According to Schlapkohl. some are disappointed 
when they come to see the crater and find only farmland. 
"Some people say, 'Oh. I've been to the one 111 Anzona. 
The} 've got a gift shop there '" 
I· or those dead set on owning a souvenir, there is one 
option The L-Haul compan} decorates their rental vans 
with scenes of the 50 states, part of their Venture Across 
Amenca campaign The 1mage they chose to represent 
Iowa 1s that of Manson, with its g1ant meteorite about to 
strike. For about 10 dollars plus sh1pping, you can order 
a Manson Meteorite t-sh1rt from U-Haul, complete with a 
compllcated mathematical equatiOn provided by Anderson 
At last, we reach the Kalsow Prairie, a small, fenccd-m patch 
of nat1ve prairie situated m the southea'>t corner of Pocahontas 
County. just near the Calhoun Count} hne Anderson stops 
the car and we step out. wachng mto the native grasses 
·· fh1s 1s about the closest potnt to the exact po1nt 
of 1mpact," Anderson says 
Across the flat horizon, the sun glints off a metal 
barn roof Heat rising up from the earth makes the 
honzon sh1mmer. Praine butterfltes flit past. Looking 
out over th1s scene of serene natural beauty, it's hard to 
imagine th1s spot \Vas once the s1te of an event of ... uch 
unimaginable de truct1ve power. How big was the blast' 
"Ten times all the nuclear weapons on Earth at the lime 
of the cold war," Anderson :.ays "Pile them all up at Kalsow 
Prairie and set them off" If it struck the same place today, 
everything in the state of Iowa would be incinerated 111 
a cloud of flames, and most people in a circle stretching 
approximately from Detroit to Denver would be killed. 
Sc1enllsts believe that a mctconte impact caused the 
extmctwn of dinosaurs, along with about 70 percent of 
all land spec1es and 90 percent of all ocean species ror 
a while, the !anson Meteontc was a strong contender 
for the title of dinosaur killer. But it turns out that the 
tim1ng was wrong. The great dinosaur extinction happened 
about 65 million years ago. and Manson struck somewhat 
earlier, about 74 million years ago Another meteorite, 
wh1ch struck in Mexico's Yucatan. is now believed to have 
brought about the extinctiOn ofT-Rex and stegosaurus 
In fact there are not one, not two. but many such 1mpact 
structures on the earth and under the oceans. A sobenng 
thought According to an on-going study of Earth-cross1ng 
astero1ds, a meteorite the silc of Manson hits our planet 
on a land mass about every 3.5 million years. There is no 
way to predict the arrival of anot her such catastrophe. 
By the time it was detected, it would be over. 
~landing waist-deep in prairie gra ses, I look straight 
up Then, chastened, I let my eye drop back down at the 
butterflies Better not to thmk about it. 
Anderson and his colleagues continue to stud} the 
Manson rocks and learn more about the cataclysmic 
event that happened here those millions of years ago 
"Il's one of the best understood impact structu res 
in th e world," Anderson says. "And there are zi llions 
of things we don't know about it." 8 
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erry Jennings doesn't bother 
with catfish or crappies, thank 
you very much. He is walleyes 
only and Rathbun Lake is his home 
away from home. 
"This one's a hog, boys," says the 
retired supervisor of the DNR's fish 
hatcheries. His rod tjp bent to the water 
surface, jennings slowly reaches over to shut 
off the kicker motor. 
Netted and boated, the 22-inch walleye slid into th<? 
Jive well to join three others caught earlier in the day. 
She was the largest. so far. 
Rathbun Lake. the 11.000-acre reservoir across 
Appanoose and Monroe counties, is Iowa's most 
substantial walleye resource south of Interstate 80 
and is in the top 25 percent of the most productive 
walleye lakes in the world. 
The Rathbun walleye fishery has come a long way since 
the 1980s collapse when numbers dropped dramatically 
due to a not-so-successful stocking program. It was a boom 
or bust cycle, but by the 1980s, it was mostly bust. The 
DNR was determined to do better. 
To help lessen the impact of the down years and to 
rebuild the fishery, the DNR grew and stocked larger 
fingerlings, which have a much higher survival rate than 
fry-size fish. 
The hatchery still released 33 million newly hatched 
fry in Rathbun each spring, but would add 80,000 8-inch 
fingerlings in the fall. Fisheries staff set a goal of tripling 
the walleye biomass in the lake-accomplished in the 
early 1990s. Then they set the bar higher to double the 
previous goal. That was accomplished in the late 1990s. 
The process of growing large walleyes before stocking 
resurrected the Rathbun Lake fishery and now benefits 
other Iowa lakes. The 8-inch walleyes stoclc;ed in 2006 will 
have reached the 12- to 14-inch range by fall 2007. The 
walleyes stocked in 2007 will be that same length in fall 
2008, then in the 15- to 17-inch range in 2009. 
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and in the 17- to 22-inch range by 20 I 0. There is a lot 
of food available in Rathbun to grow walleyes. 
Maintaining the high quality fishery is a challenge. 
The DNR works with the Army Corps of Engineers to 
reduce water release rates during certain times of the 
year to minimize walleye loss to the Chariton River. Once 
the walleyes are in the river, a few are caught by anglers. 
but most are lost to Missouri. 
The Rathbun Land and Water Alliance is an active 
group of federal, state. local officials with private groups 
and landowners working together toward a goal to 
improve and maintain the Jake water quality. 
"Water quality is the key:· says Mark Flammang. 
fisheries management biologist at Rathbun Lake since 
1995. "The common thread is we all v.:ant good water 
quality at Rathbun. Anything we do to improve the water 
quality will improve fishing and the Jake in general." 
Fishing at Rathbun Lake differs from other walleye 
lakes. The best fishing begins mid-May at the earliest. In 
2007. it didn't begin until Labor Day. Rathbun is primarily 
a summer fishery. improving as the weather gets warmer. 
If a cold front comes through, fishing slows and anglers 
may want to wait until the weather heats up. 
"Got it! Fish on," Flammang says with a solid hook set 
from the middle of the boat. 
"Is it a bluegill?" jokes Jennings as Flammang swings 
in the nearly 15-inch walleye. 
Anglers attack Rathbun in one of two ways: with 
Jive bait at specific areas either trolled or drifted, or by 
pulling crankbaits around the lake. Jennings knows the 
lake, and prefers to back troll. 
Trolling backwards in shallow water among rocks and 
stumps can be tricky. Jennings back trolls in a zigzag 
pattern over sunken islands and other underwater mounds. 
He goes as fast as he can and stay in contact with the Jake 
bottom. usually between 1 to 1.5 miles per hour. 
"You get another one Terry?" Flammang asks. 
"Yep. and it's another big one." Jennings says. A scoop 
-
-
Rathbun Lake IS 11,000 acres of top walleye 
water When hot summer days cause fish in 
other lakes to get lockJaw, walleye fishmg is 
often at 1ts best at Rathbun. 
• , 
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of the net and a 19-inch walleye is in the boat. 
"When a big one hits. it feels like you h it a c:;nag." 
Walleyes primarily fred on gizzard shad, spottail 
shiners, emerald shiners, and young crappies. The Corps 
will raise and hold the water level from April 1 to mid-June, 
which benefil'i of crappies and gizzard shad. The flooded 
vegetation provide~ food and escape habitat for you ng fish, 
which also works to the advantage of walleyes. 
Jennings uses night crawlers exclus ive ly for bait. 
"Some guys use minnows, not many use leecheo;,. Leeches 
are hard to ~orne by in this part of the state," he says. 
Jennings uses "pinners with two hooks-one about th ree 
or four inches below the other, so he can set the hook 
without giving -.;o much line or hooki ng them too deep. 
Pulling crankbaits is another popular way to fish as 
anglers can cover a lot of water and don't need extensive 
lake knowledge. Plus. crankbait-caught walleye tend 
to be larger than those caught with Jive bait. Live bait 
anglers need to know where the sunken hump" and other 
structures are located to be successful. On average, live 
bait will produee more walleyes, but they will be o;;,maller. 
Even in the heat of summer, walleyes can be found 
close to shore, in less than 4 feet of water. J ennings 
favors using a 1 ounce to 1 and a half ounce bottom 
bouncer with a spinner harness tipped with a night 
crawler. The bottom bouncer helps to keep the bait 
up off the bollom from hungry 10-inch channel catfish 
as well as all the -;nags . 
• 
"You aren't kidding, they aren't shy," Flammang says. 
pulling up the aggressive 17-incher. 
"How'd that feel?" Jennings asks. 
"Hit it like a deer running into a fence-smacked it," 
Flammang says, placing it into the live well. 
The past {(•w years, Rathbun walleye fishing has bet•n 
better in April and May than June and July, a reversal 
of trend. Some anglers take that as a sign the fish are 
gone, which is not the case, and protections are needed. 
Flammang says they continue to evaluate the impact of 
regulations, including the possibility of adding a minimum 
length limit. 
Currently, Rathbun has no length limit and Flammang 
receives a number of questions on why. Sorting through 
reams of data, he shows only 10 percent of walleye caught 
below 15 inches are kept, mainly because anglers are 
concerned about the fish dying after release from being 
hooked too deeply. Those fish make up about 22 percent 
of all walleyes harvested. 
"Length limits would reduce the harvest substantially, 
with no real improvement in the walleye population," 
Flammang says. "We're always looking at it, but 
biologically. that need ha~m't risen yet." 
Rathbun Lake draws anglers from across Iowa and 
surrounding states for its excellent walleye and crappie 
fishing. An e"timated 40,000 to 45,000 anglers fish 
Rathbun for walleyes annually, and that number could 
incn·ase with the opening of Iowa's first resort state 
park on the lake's north shore. 
The new Honey Creek Resort State Park will offer 
a hotel. a new RV park with 20 full hook-up sites, a fi-.;h 
cleaning station, 48 boat slips, boat rental and a freezer 
to store cleaned fish and game. 
"There definitely is going to be added opportunity here 
with the new resort state park." Flammang say .... .l!l! 
• 
• 
• · knows Rathbun. He arrived in 1973 as the hatchery 
was being built and has netted, reared and released more walleyes 
and walleye fry than can be counted. Retired since the end of 1999, 
he spends four or five days each week, as often as the weather allows, 
fishing for old marble eye. 
Jennings keeps a fishing diary recording the length and number 
of every walleye he catches. In 2006, Jennings caught 957 walleyes. 
In 2005, he caught more than 800. By mid 2007, he had not surpassed 
400. At the end of each year, that diary goes to Mark Flammang, 
fisheries management biologist responsible for Lake Rathbun . 
Flammang uses that information along w1th the fall survey to track 
the walleye population. 
Jennings keeps on the move while fishing. He works shallow out to 
deeper water and doesn't spend too much time in one spot. If there are 
no fish in the boat after 1 5 to 20 minutes, it's off to another area. Keep 
on the move, work a spot over, and go. Always back trolling around 
structure, his eye carefully watching the depth finder and GPS. Don't 
overlook shallow water even in the heat of late July. Try different depths 
to see what is workmg. Jennings was using an orange colored spinner 
blade during the interview, but walleyes were caught on a white silver 
and chartreuse blades. 
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From ice caves to rare snails, Bix 
Preserve packs diverse life into a sm_ ... 
BY LARRY STONE PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH, BRIAN BUTION 
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spring-fed creek twists through a canyon 
where bedrock mee ts pratrie. rare plants 
grow on lush. wooded slopes, cool air 
pours from a legendary tce ca\t'. sceneq 
to take the breath of i\ltdweslt·rrwro.., 
_______ ___. jaded by vistas of crop fields thts 
is Bixby State Preserve. 
For more than a century, this secluded valley just 
north of Edgewood, in Clayton County, has charmed 
naturalists. Yet the 184-acre preserve remains as much 
of an ecological gem today as in 1887, when R . .1 . Bixby 
bought the first parcel of land that later would become 
"Bixby's Parle" 
Part of the charm of Bixby is that there are "a lot of 
habitats packed into a small area," says DNR botanist 
john Pearson . "Iowa had a lot of diversity to start with. 
but Bixby had even more than most areas." He cttes 
the stream, which flows through a steep, wooclc>d valle) 
dio..,serted by tributary ravines. On the adjacent htlllops. 
savanna blends into more open prairie "Tht·re are so 
many habitah coming together." Pearson o..,ays, "and 
each hab1tat has its own diversity." 
On a spnng hike at Bixb}. Pearson beams \\llh delight 
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as he quickly identifies several uncommon spec1es 
ll'atherwood. bulblet bladder fern. yellow birch. golden 
sax1frage. dwarf couring rush. Canada yew Even northern 
monkshood, a federally threatened specte'i, 1s found here. 
"Btxby may contain the highest d1vcr.;;ity of plants per 
acre of any Iowa woodland," concludes botantsl Wtlliam 
orns. who inventoried the plants for the ~tate Preserves 
Board He found 380 native species. and another 60 or 
more introduced species. 
In 1988, botanist Gerould Wilhelm, of the Morton 
Arboretum near Chicago, proclaimed th e algific slopes 
of Bixby's Bear Creek Va lley "absolute ly the best such 
slopes I have ever seen." He ca lled a visit to Bixby "a 
genuine thrill." 
But you don't have to be a scientist to appreciate Bixby. 
Anyone can relish the sound of Bear CrC't'k gurgling over 
moss-covered boulders as it slithers its way through the cool, 
lush-green shade of a deep ravine A green frog "plucks" its 
banjo-like call from beneath the stream bank L1ght-green 
patches of duckweed. with thousands of perfect, tiny leaves, 
dot the quteter pools. Blocks of dolomite-some larger than 
an automobile-lie strewn along and 1n the -.trC'am, and at the 
base of the canyon slopes. 
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Anglers sometime" prowl the little creek 1n "earch 
of wily brown trout that may have grown to Junker -.1ze 
afte r be1ng stocked as fingerlings. 
In the spnng. the forest floor is dotted with thousand" 
of wildflowers· Dutchman's breeches. bellwort. b1shop's 
cap, toothwor t, sweet William. wild geranium and 
nodding trillium-and an occasional yellow lady's shppt•r 
orchid. Later in the season. delicate, dangling yellow or 
orange blossoms accent streamside clump of jewelweed. 
Tall coneflowers, with drooping, pale-yellow flowers, 
stretch above the rich, shady stream banks. 
Up a side canyon, only a pool of still water in an 
othe rwise dry ravine marks where runoff from spring 
snow melt had cascaded over a ledge and into th<.· valley 
a few weeks before. 
A delightful bird chorus floats through the trees 
Along with the more common <;Ongs-phoebe. house 
wren, northern yellowthroat. redstart. indigo bunting. 
warbling vireo-you may hear the melodious \\OOd 
thrush, or the downward- p1raling trill of the veery, 
or the staccato "kuk-kuk-kuk" of a pileated woodpecker 
Bixby ev<.'n smells w1ld and lush. with the earth} 
aroma of fallen logs moldering back to the oli. th<.· 
fresh scents of myriad green leaves. and the cool. 
moist air that hangs over the stream. 
-rH"' BEAUTY SPOTS OF IOWA 
R J Bixby and his family may have sought that same 
peace and solitude \\hen they bought 84 acres of land 
that would become the nucleus of B1xby ~talc Park. and 
the <.·xpanded Bixby State Preserve Bixby, \\ ho was a 
busmessman and state legislator from Ldgewood Ill the 
late• 1800s. built a ... ummer cabin at the site The Bixbys 
welcomed public use of the area, which became known 
locally as "Bixby's Park." 
Botanist Louis H. Pammel. who helped establish the 
f1rst ~tate Board of Conservation in 1917, praised the 
Bixby fami ly in the 1919 book. Publ1c Parks of Iowa 
"~orne men and women for the pure love of nature 
have whole-heartedly set aside areas to be preserved 
-.;o that not only the present, but future generations can 
l' nJoy what has been given to us." Pammcl wrote, after 
a \lsltlo tlw s1te "It was, indeed. a rare plea..,ure to view 
ont• of the beauty spots of Iowa" 
Pammt·l de':'>cnbed leaving the fertil e praines and 
dri\·ing down a steep road to reach the Bixb) property. 
"'( h1-.; ra\1ne connects with a larger one. the real 
nwu.a of the lover of nature." he -;aid ".\beautiful 
stn·am of pure water fed by springs conH:'s from the 
adjacent outcrop of limestone " He marveled at the 
1 l Cool shady ravmes offer solitude 2) ate spnng bloom of sweN 
Wi lham (Phlox dtvar~cata) graces nch, rr o1st soils m deep woods 
3) A pamted turtle (CI!rysemys p1cta) basks m the sun of Bear Creek. 
Active untlllat October, they are one of the f1rst reptiles to emerge 
f1om h1bNnat1on 4) Dud'we d, sugar maple and red oak leaves float 
1n cold, clear spr ng waters 5) Bellwort (Uvulana grand1flora) flower 
hangs from April to June 111 r ch mo1st upland forests. Its sta lks and 
leaves were o •d and eaten as greens by settlers, With shoots used 
likE' asparag 6) [ )lomite rocks show layNmq and jomtmg, or vert ical 
cracks, that I ater and <llr to move underqround. Wmter's fnq1d 
dlr seeps deep underground creatmg a subterranean freezer. Water 
from spnnq thaws turns to 1ce upon h1ttmg the frozen rock, creatmg 
mlcrochmdtes of flow during the summer that host rare plant 
and antmal 7) 1ld spnng water flows from between fern 
covered roc Sl drt (Dentaria laCintata) blooms March to May 
>s Iowa · patc.hes. P1oneers used 1ts tubers for cookma 
9) gravel road wmds and descends into the park valley •ft 
P road IS the narrow canyon shown on the next pag 1 OJ ose 
up of thP qurqhnq sprmg hidden m a rocky crev1ce m ph n 
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diversit) of trees and shrubs. from Canada yew and 
paper birch to butternut and red oak He called the 
valley "a paradl'>e for the lover of planh and the lover 
of wild life in general." 
Family traditions-and even some DNR 
publications-hold that R. ] . Bixby donated the land 
to the state of Iowa for a park. In reality, the slate 
purchased the land from I P Gates 111 J 926-apparently 
after the Btxby famtly had suffered ftnannal problems 
and lost ltllc to the property. Edgewood area residents 
lobbied for the acquisition. raised part of the money 
and conttnU('d to pratse the Bixby s for lhctr long-time 
preservation dforts 
Although the topography of the Bixby valley has 
changed litt le in the past century, management of the 
site has continued to evolve. Initially. the Bixbys aw 
their land as a summer getaway, with a comfortable 
log cabtn reachPd by horse and bugsn or automobile 
\\'ith stale park status came more 1 oads and picnic 
areas. In the 1930s, Civilian Conservatton Corps (CCC) 
crews built ptcntc areas. latrines, shelters. trails and 
steps to the ice rave . The CCC "boys" also installed 
pipes and a holding pool for a spring. Over the years, 
local volunteers helped clean and maintain the park. 
In the 1970s, park management was ttano;;ferred to 
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1 &1 Ol C dictum sheUed creatures dod ~ed1111ent of anctent shallow seas 
d It mE-stone but over ttmP maqnestum rep me of the 
tdkwrn to form dolomtte an eroston re~tstclnt ro ~ 2) R. >ots of the 
rare yellow lc1dysltpper Cypnpedwm calceolus) b1 r Jm loccll sotl 
funqt thc1t c1tde~ nutrtent uptc1ke Attempts to transpldnt lddysltpper 
upset< tht~ root funqt balilnce ktlltnq thE' plant Removtr ower~ 
t\ tlleq I dnd un tt-tcal dnd dec.rectses th tr survival chanc 3) ar 
< r k beck ns trout dnqler~ 4) Settlers used tann ns tn w 1tum 
ramum macu arum to t n h des 5) Sodr n trees cold sprtnqs 
c1nd th ICe Cdve rndke Btxby d cool su'llmer l 6l E'rworts cHe 
found on rocK ned• drtppmq E'eps dnd spla rtnqs Tl,e pldnt 
lcttks onductmg VE-ssels dnd must c~bsorb water through dtrE'ct 
contd 7l >ddmg tnlln um cernuum) blooms March to June 111 
motst 011 wood an 8l ts log cabm bUilt m 1897 on tne R J 
I {property near Bedr Jter becc~me the S•te of Btxby StatE' Pa ri<. 
9) 1 sultry dcly~ the ICE' cctV(' st('ps clr(' shrouded 111 foggy, ch tlled at r 
the (layton Count) Conservation Board. The state 
took OH'r again after Bixb) ''a" dedicated as a State 
Presen l 111 1979. The preserve designation recognized 
the un1que biological and geological features of the 
original park. and of a 115-acre addition acquired in 
1978 along the rugged stream valley to the west. 
ow J) R parks staff maintains only a picnic shelter 
and parking lot near the preserve entrance. A steel 
gate over the mouth of the ice cave prevents people 
from t•ntenng the slipper) chamber and either injuring 
themselves or damag1ng the unstable rock formations 
A v,.ooden guardrail limtts access to adjacent 
algiftc slopes. The rest of the preserve is relatively 
undeve loped, except for a trail up the north side of the 
valley to an overlook at Steamboat Rock. 
A short footbridge leads to adjacent Castle Rock 
After decades of change. however. a 1938 newspaper 
arttcle about Bixby still rings true. 
"\lore spectacular scenery 1s crowded there than 
in an) tract of land of s1n11lar stze in Iowa. The massive 
tumbled rocks. the steep'' ooded hills. the clear tee-
cold water from the many springs and the cave with ice 
in it throughout the summer. awe one and so thri ll s the 
visitor that his visit to the park is never forgotten." 
The impressive silence of the p lace is outstanding 1!lfl 
• Gunder 
• Volga 
~ 
CLAYTON COUNTY 
~- \ 
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~
Strawberry Poont 
e * BIXBY STATE PRESERVE 
13 3 Edg ·wood ~-- --~--·--
Bear CreE'I< 
BIXBY STATE PRESERVE 
HOW TO GET THERE 
1bout two m1le~ 
north of E'dqewood c~lonq Fortune Avent.e, 
a qravel road UsE> extreme cautiOn 1f 
BearCreek IS flowmq over the low water 
noss•nq The road throuqh the preserve 
IS gated and not m<:llntame-d 10 the wmter 
althouoh we~lk 10 acce~s •s perm1tted 
BEAR CREEK 
bear~ have been reportt>d 
m Clayton county only a handful of t1mes 
m the last century, the animals commonly 
roamed the area more than 150 years aqo 
T1me-worn stones suggest the tmy creek 
flowmg through B1xby IS aptly named. 
A favonte tale, from c1n 1878 hiStory 
of Delawe1re County, recounted the 
adventures of brothers '>amuel and 
M1ssour1 D1ckson, when they tracked 
a bear north of Edgewood m 18 39 
Soon after they had parted, M1ssoun 
came up w1th the bear wh1ch hdd curled 
down to sleep beneath an overhangmg 
rock He fired h1s nfle and wounded the 
bear when It 1mmed1ately turned upon 
h1m and he fled m the d1rect1on of the 
c.reek Dickson wrote of h1s adventure 
Fur half a m1le or so there wuz nuthm 
more'n dJyhqht dtween us an 1f Sam 
hadn t df1red JUSt dS WUZ hoovm It dCrOSS 
the wk there d a been one old bear hunter 
a cons1derab y ~piiE>d 
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Global warming, greenhouse gases, carbon footprints, water quality-
the problems are huge and the impact we can deliver seems minimal. 
But, you can do something simple-cut back on yard work. 
l\l osl people don't think about the carbon footprint 
left b} therr lawns and lawn care. Green is green, right' 
However. if you add it all up, America's 31 6 million acres 
of turf have a big impact. 
Lav.n care for an tndividual household can add up 
lo one· third of the water bill during sumrnt•r months 
fhat water takes energy to pump and treat-costtng about 
S I billion and using 56 billion kilowatt-hours of elcctricrty 
per year on a nationwide scale. Fuel, fertilizer and carbon 
emissions all have their costs to the environment, too 
But we can make a difference, one yard at a time. 
Simple changes in your management styl e and 
landscaping can save more than money. Use these tips to 
save energy, time, greenhouse gas emissions and water 
10 COST-FREE TIPS 
1 Set your mower hrgh to leave two to 3.5 rnches of grass 
blade Cut no more than one-third of the grass blade at a 
trme to rncrease plant health and retain morsture 
2 . Let lawns go dormant during the hottest weeks of summer Most 
turf grasses wrll survrve more than a month wrthout water 
3 If you must have green grass, water dunng the 
early morning (most preferable trme to prevent 
drsease problems) or evening to reduce evaporation 
4 . Sprrnklers put water on srdewalks, streets or lose spray 
to the arr. Use drip hoses or soak systems to place water 
where rt's needed to cut water use up to 50 percent. 
s. Don't over water. Add ramfall and waterrng together by 
setting up a rain gauge or an open trn can Most lawns need 
about one rnch of water per week, so only water enough to 
make up for lack of rarnfall . 
6 Use alarm clocks, kitchen timers, outdoor water trmers 
or ram sensors to make sure you turn the water off 
7 Water deeply and slowly. Grve water trme to soak mto the soil 
to promote deep roots and healthy plants. You'll prevent water 
pollutron, too, by keeprng nutrrents in your yard, not in runoff. 
8. Take advantage of rainfall by drrectmg downspouts rnto 
shrubs and gardens, and away from your foundation. 
9. Mrnrmize fertilizer (often made using natural gas) use, 
particularly in dry years. Heavrly fertllrzed turf looks great, 
but uses more water and can actually stress plants dunng 
a drought The most rmportant time to fertilrze is during the 
fall, so plants go rnto wrnter wnh strong root systems and 
extra food supplies. Use a slow release product and apply 
rt durrng dry spells. 
10 If washrng your car at home, park rt on the lawn to take 
advantage of the runoff and keep pollutants from storm sewers. 
1 0 LOW-COST TIPS 
1. Use mulch around plants and rn gardens to reduce 
evaporation and keep weeds at bay 
2. Add compost, cow manure, peat or other organrc matter to 
rncrease your soil's capacity to absorb water and add nutnents. 
3. Start a compost pile to decompose yard wastes instead of sendrng 
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them to a city facility. See guidelines from Iowa State University 
Extension at www.extension.iastate.edu/Publicatlons/PM683.pdf 
and from Earth Easy at www.eartheasy.com. 
4 . Add composted leaves and grass clippings to the top layer 
of your lawn to prov1de organiC matter and fertll1zer. 
5 . Cons1der replacmg annuals with native ecotype perennials 
for low maintenance and lower water requirements. Generally, 
native plants will perform better and requ1re less water, 
fertilizer, and pest or disease management because they have 
adapted to local conditions over thousands of years. For more 
on natives, see Iowa State UnivPrsity Extension publications 
at www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/SULlO.pdf or 
www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications! SUL 1B.pdf 
6 . Cons1der downsizmg large expanses of lawn, replacing turf grass 
with native plants that also attract b1rds and butterflies. You'll reduce 
time and gas used for mowing, while decreasing maintenance and 
costs for fertilizer and pesticides. 
7. As you plan garden areas, put plants w1th the same 
mo1sture requi rements in groupings so you can water 
according to their needs. 
B. Use a mulching lawn mower to cut down on mowing 
time and carbon emissions while adding orgamc matter 
and fertilizer to your lawn. 
9. Consider an electric mower to reduce air and noise pollution. 
Or, 1n a small yard, a modern push mower can limit greenhouse 
gas em1ssions wh1le providing a calorie-cutting workout. 
10. Check garden hoses and hose fi t tmgs for leaks. Fix leaks 
and replace washers m the hose ends. Use the "Drip Ca lculator" 
at www.awwa.org/awwa/ waterwiser/dripcalc.cfm to determme 
how much water a leaky hose is wast1ng. Just 12 drops per 
minute can add up to 52 gallons per month or 631 gallons 
per year This can save you money ins1de your house, too 
3 HIGHER COST TIPS TO 
REDUCE CARBON FOOTPRIN S 
1 Select native tree species and plant them to shade other 
plantings, reducmg heat stress and water losses. Properly 
placed and selected, they can shade your house in summer 
and protect it from winter winds, saving energy 
2. Cons1der addmg ram barrels to collect ramwater that drams 
from your roof. Modern systems have hds, and can easi ly be 
added to downspouts, storing water on-site until you need it. 
3. If you are considenng collecting and reusmg gray water 
(untreated water used in showers, smks and clothes washers} 
m your yard, research the system and econom1cs carefully 
Many high tech systems may not be cost effective. However, 
some effective, newer technologies exist. 
ADDITIONAL RE SOURCES: 
· WATER SAVER HOME www hlouse.orgl index.cfm 
• SAFELAWN S www.safelawns.org 
• EARTH OBSERVATORY http://earthobservatory.nasa. 
gov/Study/ Lawn printa/l.php 
· AME S SMART WATER www.cityofames.org/ WaterWeb/ 
Conserv ti n/LandscapeTips.htm 
l.f'"----+ MY llAC KYARD 
Toddler Proof Your Toilet 
With a DUALFLUSHWATERSAVER 
Do yo u haV(' a toddler that loves to Oush an entire roll 
of toilet paper? It '" no problem f01 the \'>atcr-stingy dual 
Oush toilet. de\ 1sed down-undc:. r by water-savings minded-
Austl a I ian:; at Caroma lndustnes 
Besides handling large waste:. volumes, "this thing saves 
a lot of \'.ater and the:.· big thing 1s 1t works reall} \Hil." 
sa} s Joel fl 11 schberg, owne r of Crcen Building Supply 
in Fairfield "We sell them all over the l'n itcd States." 
H(' should know-hl f1elds 100 ralls ada)' from customers 
lookmg for environmentally friendly and money-saving 
products He also replaced a toill't that plugged up 
constantly at his home with a dual Oush model. 
fhe sec n t 1s the .t-inch outlet. or trap, at the bottom 
of the bowl- nearly doub le that of typical Yankee toilt'ts. 
Substantial water a nd sewer rate savmgs of up to 68 
percent ans<. from better de~1gn-a forceful Y.ash down 
approach thctt pushc:. s waste, \.ersu ... the swirlmg water 
s iphon des1gn of standard toile:. h that pulls \\aste Two 
bu ttons on the tank allow users to flush with a scant 
0 R gallons for liquid wa"te or 1.6 gallons for sohd waste. 
"The} work so well. most people:. never evc:.·n use the:. 1 6 
so lid waste Oush button," says II 1rschberg, who adds that 
o lder to ilets can use up to seven gallons per nu ... h 
Pnces range from $350 to $492 www.greenbuildmgsupply.com 
508 N. Second Street. Fatr[ield, /A 52556 (800)405-0222 
Fwd other Iowa vendors at www.caromausa.com 
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Omelets In a Bag 
The smell of breakfa-.;t cooking IS quintes-.;ential camping. 
But )' ou don't need to -;pend hours over a f1re or camp 
stove to serve a hearty, hot breakfast. Custom-made 
omelets in a bag -.;atl"fY the entire clan without the nwss 
and tunc of cooking conventional omelets Everyone get-; 
their own made to-order omelet, and clean-up i-.; a breeze 
Sea lable plastic storage bags 
Enough eggs to feed the crew, about two per perso n 
Milk 
Fixings of choice, chopped (ham, bacon, sausage, 
onions, green peppers, mushrooms, etc.) 
Toppings of choice (sa lsa, cheese, etc.) 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Whether prepar ing at home or camp, label each bag 
with the campl r'-.; name. In a large bowl. premix eggs, 
~LD CUISINE - CAMP SIDE 
milk and saiL and pepper to des1red omelet con ... lstency. 
Ladle 1 to 1 cup egg mixture into each bag Cut and add 
JH'rsonahzed fixings to each bag to create a<. ustorlllzed 
meal Remove (•xcess air and seal ~tore in fridge, cooler 
or took unmcdiatel} When ready to serve, boil large pot 
of \\tiler Carefully drop bag in boilmg \\aler and rook 
10 to 13 minutes Remove, cu t top of bag and roll omelet 
onto plate c.arnish with desired toppings. 
TIPS FOR THE PERFECT OMELET IN A BAG 
Use heavy duty-freezer bags-they better withstand 
touching hot pan sides. 
Knead bags before placing tn water and w1th tongs 
during cooking to ensure better m1xing. 
Remove as much air as possible from the bag before cooking . 
Pre-cook f1xings at home to speed process. 
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Six courses ensure diners won't go away hungry- or 
disappomted- from John and Anne Gerken's upscale country 
fare It just might be hard to decide between the pnme rib 
encrusted with Templeton Rye peppercorns or the salmon fillets 
en papillote with JUlienne vegetables. Cap off the night With a 
relaxmg, romantic evening in one of the five cozy guest rooms. 
Simple , hearty ever yday recipe" turn wild game into memorable tneal" 
JUST BLOCKS FROM DOWNTOWN NEWTON, LA CORSETTE MAISON INN - KNOWN FOR ITS ELEGANT, 
GOURMET MEALS- TURNS WILD GAME INTO " UPSCALE COUNTRY" FARE 
FALL VENISON STEW 
11fl pounds venison cut into 
bite -size pieces 
1 green pepper cut into bite-size pieces 
2 tables poon s olive oil 
1 large onion, cho pped 
3 cloves garlic, chopped 
1 sweet potato or Iowa sugar pumpkin, 
cut into bite -size pieces 
lf4 cup tart dried cherries or cranberries 
1 cup Iowa red win e 
2 cups low sodium beef broth 
1 cup water 
1 tabl es poon all-purpose fl our 
1 t easpoon cumin 
1 teaspoon tumeric 
''• t easpoo n cayenne pepper (optional ) 
salt and pepper to taste 
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For an addl'd t Y. ist, smoke venison 
in perforatt•d foil pack over lov. fire 
on g11ll for 20 to 25 mmutes Saute 
on1on and garlic in oil until soft 
Add meat and brown for about 5 
m1nutes Adclthe flour and spices. 
mix and rook over med ium heat. 
Add the wine, stock and water and 
simmc1 over low heat for l 12 to 2 
hours Add rem.uning ingredients 
and sunmer until potatoes are soft 
but not mushy ~1' 1 ve Y-lth homemade 
crust\ sourdough bread and a hearty 
glass of red win e 01 stout with friends 
around a roaring 111 e 
LA CORSETTE QUAIL 
2-4 quail or pheasants 
1 cup Iowa white wine 
1 s hallot, chopped 
10 juniper bernes, separated 
1 tablespoon s butter 
2 ounces dry gin 
Clean quai l a nd s nip wi ng ends 
at join t. T uck wings u nder breast 
and tie legs together Place quatl 
breast-side up in baking dish li ned 
with foil Saute shallots in buller until 
soft Add \\llH' and 5 crushed juniper 
berries ~imnwr over lo\\ heat 
unt tl reduced by half ~train into a 
-;eparate sauce pan. mashtng shallots 
and berncs \\ tth a spoon to extract 
jutccs Add the gin and remaining 
''hole berries and reduce by half. 
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Budget plenty of time for a meal at La Corsette, where dining 
is rightfully treated as an mtimate social event where the food 
IS as appreciated as the company Dinner is a leisurely three hour 
affair set to the romantic backdrop of soft p1ano mustc Daily 
entrees are set by the first reservation for the day, and John 
designs the rest around the choice. 
- --~ HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? SPnd to· WILDCUISINE@ONR.IOWA.GOV ~---
Br us h btrds with sauce and let s it 
for 15 minutes m refrigerator. Brus h 
again and place in preh eated 375 oven 
for 30 to 40 minutes o r until breast 
is g olden brown . Remove and brus h 
birds with saucc. Serve over wild 
rice , pouring rc maining sauce on top . 
Sauce al so works well with chi cken 
and lig ht fi s h , likc tuna. Quail can 
be se rved as appc ti ze r or main course. 
PECAN EN CRUSTED CATF ISH 
4 catfish fillet s, 4 -6 ounces each 
Y2 cup melted butter 
2 tables poons Dijon mustard 
1 cup fine ground pecans 
1 cup fine ground sourdough 
bread crumbs 
SAUCE: 
1 cup sour cream or plain yogurt 
2 tables poons Dijon must a rd 
1 teaspoon milk 
Mix mc ll cd butte r and mu s ta rd 
and dip catfi s h in mixture, coaling 
both s ides. Dredge fi s h in c rumb 
and pecan mixtun· , press ing dr y 
ing redie nts int o fi s h to eve nl y coa t 
both s ides. Place fi s h on greased 
baktng s h ee t and place in a 400 pre-
h eated oven Bakl' :{O mtnutes until 
brO\\n Mix sauce ing redi e nt s and 
h eat in saucepa n on lo'W until wa rm. 
Spoon ove r fi s h and se rve Coa ttng 
al so works w<• ll on chtc kcn and po rk. 
Meat can be baked o r frie d 
~~ ~orsrtt; ~aison ~nn 
629 First Ave. E. 
Newton 
641 -792-6833 
lacorsettemaison@aol.com 
www.larcorsette.com 
HOURS: 
LUNCH: Reservation only. 
Requires 48 hour advance notice. 
DINNER. Reservation only. 
Call by noon day of dining. 
LIQUOR: Wide selectton of 
domes t tc, imported and local wine s. 
l 
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They skate across the water with the elegance of an Olympic figure skater 
and the speed of a champion sprinter. Yet water striders aren't m 1t for fame and fortune. For them, it's a way of life. 
A member of the family Gemdae, water 
striders also go by the names Jesus 
bugs, water skeeters, water skaters, 
water sk1mmers. water skippers, water 
scooters. water bugs. magic bugs and 
pond skaters. Call them whatever you 
will, the names are apropos. 
L1ving almost solely above water, 
striders are tolerant to water pollut1on 
Their bod1es are covered 1n soft, velvety 
hai rs that hold a thm f ilm of a1r through 
wh1ch they breathe Water stnder 
nymphs grow for about a month 
before becoming adu lts. Adu lts can 
l1ve for many months, sometimes even 
over-wintermg 1ns1de a plant stem. 
Water striders are finely adapted predators not above cann1balism when the p1ck1ngs get sl1m. 
They are both predators and scavengers, feedmg on a variety of aquatiC mvertebrates and 
msects, liv1ng or dead, that fall or float to the surface of the water InJured dragonfl1es are a 
favonte, as are mosqu1to larvae and worms. They have a sharp mouthpart, called a rostrum, 
to pierce the~r prey and extract body JUICes. They must keep movmg lest they become prey 
themselves to hungry fish below and avian attackers above They can d1ve under water briefly 
to avo1d predat1on, popping back to the surface when danger passes 
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Until recent ly, experts thought the 
water strider's seemmg ly 81bhcal 
ability to walk on water was due to 
a wax secreted on the 1nsect's legs and 
the1r light we1ght that prevented them 
from breakmg the water surface ten 
sion However, sc1ent1sts now say the 
insecrs legs are covered with miCro-
scopiC hairs that trap t1ny a~r bubbles, 
keepmg the1r legs dry and allowmg 
them to float. 
Water stnders have SIX legs-two 
shorter front legs for deteCting ripples 
on the water and subduing prey, two 
m1ddle legs for propuls1on and two 
back legs for steering The~r legs are 
also used to send "love npples on the 
water to attract potential mates 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN IOWA 
R 
The Climate Registry 
JOIN CLIMATE REGISTRY 
MtdAmerican Energy and Alcoa Inc. have bcronw 
Founding Reporters tn Th<.• Climate Registry, a non-profit 
organization established to measu re and publicly report 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in a common, accurate 
and transpa rent manner consistent across industry 
sectors and borders. Thirty-nine U.S. s tates (including 
Iowa). six Canadian provinces, three Native A merit an 
tribes. two Mexican states and the District of Columbia 
are the fou nders of the orgamzation. 
Alcoa operates in more than 300 locations in 11 
coun tries. including a secondary aluminum production 
facility in Davenport. 
MidAmerican will start by reporting 2008 GIIG 
emissions for all its Iowa facilities. Alcoa will begin 
transitional reporting in 2009 with its facilities in the 
state of Washington All other Alcoa location<>. including 
its Iowa facility, will report beginning in 2010 
"MidAmencan Energy has demonstrated exemplary 
envzronmental/eaderslllP by stepping forward to support 
The Climate Registry w zts preltminary stages. We are 
deeply grateful for thetr i11legral support in he/pwg to 
address the challenge of climate change," said (;ina 
McCarthy, chair of The Climate Registry. 
By voluntarily committing to measure, independently 
verify, and publicly report their greenhouse gas 
emtsstons on an annual basts utt ltzmg The Climate 
Registry General Reporting Protocol. both companies 
demonstrate a commitment to environmental 
stewardship. The protocol is based on the internationally 
recognized greenhouse gas emissions measurement 
standards of the World Resources Institute and World 
Business Council on Sustainability 
"The C/unatr Regtstry proVIdes a common tool to 
track greenhouse gas emissions and wt/1 provide accurate 
data to sctenftsts and policymakers workwg to reduce 
emzsstons and address carbon sequestratiOn," said 
Richard Lt•opold, Director of the Department of Natural 
Resources. "MidAmerican Energy should be applauded for 
voluntarily joining the Registry. The I>NR encourages other 
Iowa industries. educational institutions, nonprofits and other 
orgamzations to follow MidAn-zerican Energy's lead and report 
thezr greenhouse gas emissions to The Clunate Registry." 
The Climate Registry supports both voluntary and 
regulatory programs. Iowa joined The Climate Registry 
in July 2007, which fu lfilled the legal mandate to create 
a voluntary greenhouse gas registry in cooperation with 
states' climate change efforts. The DNR Air Quality 
Bureau provides administrative support for The Climate 
Registry in Iowa. Learn more at www.theclimateregistry.org 
or contact the DNR's Marnie Stein at 515-281 -8468. 
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0 ne of tlw best pieces of ad\·ice I ever got was VL'ry L'ctrly in m\ career from one of my neighboring 
off1u rs. I \\as somewhat out of sorts at the time. after 
receiving v. hat I considered an unJust berating from 
sonworH· I had ticketed for a violation . I know nobody 
likes gl'lting one, but. man, th1s guy was all over llH'. 
The officer gave me a, "been there before you." 
smile and smd, "Just remember th1s Whenever you a1 e 
dealing w1th someone, at any g1ven time, everyone 1s 
going through someth1ng "Then he walked awa} He had 
ventun·d many more miles on a journey I had onl} begun. 
I've n<>ver forgotten what he told me. But, sonwtinws it's 
tough to remember. 
'-lot too long ago my truck was in the shop gelling an 
oil change. I was stand1ng by the counter 10 the waiting 
room reading a magazine A guy walked in, looked at the 
decals on my truck. looked at m) uniform. and sneered in 
a tone for his audience. "0-N-R :\ow there's the biggest 
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joke that ever \\as ... That was followed by a perilousl} 
pn gnant pause I'm sure\\ h1ch was designed form} 
response :\1} first thought was, "Well at least thL' guy 
can spell DNR." 
I not1ced a few other people look1ng down at the floor 
or looking like the} wished there was a hole into which 
the} could fall I've learned two important truths from all 
the hunting and fishing I've watched over all these years. 
The first is no one can shoot at you if you don't g1ve them 
a target. The second is you won't end up on somebody's 
stringer if you don't rise to the1r bait Fighting the urge 
to say, " If it's a joke, I don't get the punch l1ne." I ignored 
hun and continued to read the magazine I· VICiently I 
v. asn 't an) fun because he left 
1 realize some people think when the} pa} someone 
else's salary, then they get to say whatever the} feel. or 
the} get to paint everybody with the samt' brush I guess 
some call it JUstification Where I was rmsed. 1t s1mpl) 
would have been called 111CI\Ihty and 
bad manners. of which. sadly, seems 
in large supply sometimes 
I guess tlw unfortunate thing 
is they don't gel to see the 
people I work w1th the way I do. 
Sometimes the only time one may 
encounter a public employee is in a 
confrontational s ituation . That's not 
always enjoyable. and the person may 
walk away with a one-sided opmion 
They don't sec the other side 
Here is that side Ever) spnng. one 
event many conservation and other 
lav. enforcement officers JOin is the 
Spec1al OlympiCS Law I nforcement 
Torch Run In 1\la}. officers carry a 
torch from Des l\lomes to Ames for 
the opening of the ~pee tal 01} mpics 
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Each officer pledges to run or bicycle a certain 
distance of the route and secures monetary sponsorshtps 
from friends, family, organi1,ations and businesst''i whtch 
help fund the Special Olympics. For years. IVI~SCO, 
an animal health product~ distributor in Iowa l•all-;, has 
generously sponsored me. 
At the end of the run there is a barbecue for the 
participating officers. and then an opening ccremon:t as 
the torch and the athletes enter the stadium for the event. 
Over the years tt's been an adventure One year it 
was stifling hot. We were running with an ambulance 
right behind us. "This must be a bad omen," I thought. 
The wind was coming from behind us and blowing the 
engine heat off the ambulance onto our backs. We finally 
convinced the driver to go away. Another time it was an 
absolute monsoon Driving rain and wind in our faces 
made it miserablt', but some way or another \\estill had 
fu n I think ever:tone tnvolved thi nks about tlw reason 
they are there. and arc grateful they can make the run 
for someone who may be unable. 
My distances in the run get shorter over the years 
wh ile the aches and pains get bigger. In fact, last year 
I wasn't going to participate. Then I heard about Jack. 
Jack is the son of a DNR employee in our Des Moines 
Jennifer Nelson of Urbandale with 
... r .. Jennifer is chief of the DNR's budget 
finance bureau in Des Moines . 
office Eight years old. and an outgoing ball of fire. he 
was going to t•nter some wheelchair events John Mertz. 
the officer who organizes out part in the Torch Run ever} 
year, told us about Jack. Our bureau chief had bought one 
of the Torch RunT-shirts that are givt•n to every runner. 
Before the 1 un. each officer autographed the T-shirt. some 
\\ilh a word of encouragement added. to gtve to Jack after 
the 'I orch Run . 
I htard about Jack and knew I had to get out there 
on the road with my comrades. Aches or pains? No 
complamts I gave it three miles w1th some of the men 
and women g1ving much more. 
After the run was over, the autographed shirt was 
given to jack. I'm told he was so excited he wore it in 
the open1ng ceremonies. In fact. he went on to medal. 
A gold medal 111 the 30 meter whet'kh<ur slalom race! 
l'\ot bad for Ius ftrst Olympics' 
I v.1sh you knew my co-workers like I knO\\ them. 
You know them as state employees But I know them 
as people who work hard; peopl<.' who get involved 
in boards and organizations; people who go to their 
churche"; people who give of themselves and their time. 
And. yes, (H'ople who, like everyone else, at any given 
time, are going through something. ~ 
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